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During 9 months of 1979 the wind waves off Hicks Bay (at the north-eastern
tip of New Zealand) were recorded by a Datawell Waverider. From the data,
the frequency ofoccurrence and persistence ofclasses ofsignificant wave heights
were extracted.

All records were subject to spectral analysis and where spectra were associated
with the passage of characteristic weather systems, the spectral energies were
plotted in frequency-time space, to show the changes which occurred. Spectra
for high wave conditions approximated to that of JONSWAP, and are thought
to have been duration limited.
Assuming that the wave directions were in sympathy with the prevailing winds,
the average spectra for the various directions were obtained, and hence an energydirection rose \ilas constructed. The latter was extrapolated for other parts of the
region between North Cape and East Cape.
Based on all the spectra available the frequency of occurrence of various combinations of wave component height and frequency was used in a brief discussion
of the waves' capacity to set sediment in motion. Other applications of the data
were touched on.
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easterly swell of t2 seconds period and 1 - 1.5 m
height entering the Colville Channel on 31st October 1980 - probably
genèrated by the 1ow pressure system some 2000 kn to the east, as indicated
on the synoptic pressure chart for 29th October.
The photograph shows
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-7INTRODUCTION

During 1979 the Central Laboratories of the Ministry of Works and
Developnent maintained a wave recorder off Hicks Bay (see Fig. 1) .
Recordings made between March and December form the basis of this study,
whose purpose is to gain a better understanding of the wave regine
there, and by extrapolation, along the north-east coast.

At the time, the wave recordings were the only set of neasurenents
which had been nade instrunentally in deep wate¡ over a substantial
period of tine in that part of the coast. It seemed that apart from
providing the engineering data for a particular harbour design (for
which they were intended) the data set night, dfter suitable processing,
also lead to findings applicable to other coastal engineering problens,
over a wider region of the coast. It was appreciated that the northeast coast was the scene of a number of quite serious coastal erosion
problens, the amelioration of which night be assisted by a knowledge of
incident wave characteristics. Furthermore, there is a shortage of
building sands along the north-east coast and recourse is often made to
the mining of beach sediments. Present understanding of sedinent
budgets is insufficient for the licensing of these operations to be
A serious shortconing is the inability to assess
rationally based.
the onshore-offshore balance of sediment transport by waves. Even the
licensing of offshore mining is a probtrematical matter because of the
difficulty in deciding how far offshore a sedinent Tesource must be
before it becones independent of the beach sediment system. Wave data
is also required by contractols tendering for offshore works, and in
other engineering projects such as the estimation of wave penetration in
marina design.

It is recognised that in nearly aff coastal problens the hraves are
site specific, being the result of nodification of the incident deep-water
Unless one is prepared to
waves by shoaling effects and diffraction.
make sustained tad hoe t neasurements at each site, the only coulse open
is to start with the deep-water vraves, which can be quite generally known,
and tailor then by neans of refraction diagrams etc:, in accord with loca1
circumstances. For this reason the present study sets out to establish
Water & soil miscellaneous publication no. 56 (1983)
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the deep water characteristics. The enphasis has been to try to define the
spectral properties which describe more closely the true nature of the waves,
and which are being used increasingly in engineering work.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SITE

Hicks Bay is situated at the eastern end of the north-east coast of
New Zealandrs North Island, being some 40 kn north-west of the nost easterly
point, East Cape. The wave recorder was noored 3 kn east of Matakaoa Point
which is on the peninsula that forrns the northern side of Hicks Bay. The
contours of sea water depth of this piece of coast (Fig. 2) are apprfoxirnately
parallel to the coastline except that east of the longitude of East Cape
they continue out to the Ranfurly Bank (not shown in Figure 2). Water depths
increase rapidly to the north of the recording site, reaching 70 fathons
(128 m) at about 5 kn offshore.

site is open to v¡aves arriving directly fron 3100 to 90o, and
with refraction 27Oo to perhaps 1800; and is therefore sheltered from the
swell fron the nidlatitude cyclones to the south-west inpinging on the West
Coast, but nay be open to refracted swell propagating up the East Coast. It
is a particularly good site at which to record the waves generated by tropical
The

and subtropical wind systens.
METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Broadly speaking the two main elenents of the atmospheric surface
circulation which could generate waves inpinging on New Zealand are:
- the succession of eastward-noving anticyclones at 50o - 35oS
and the depressions or fronts whióh separate them;
- two types of cyclonic systens - one with its origin in tropical
regions and the other from the depressions arising in the'Iasnan
Sea

- that also occasionally intrude into the

New ZeaLand

air.

by renote wind systems arrive at the New Zealand
coast in the forn of swell which tends to comprise waves having nearly the
same frequencies - hence their regular appearance.
The waves generated
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The low frequency swell arrives first, having outstripped the higher.
The frequency of swell arriving frorn a stationary distant storm increases
with time. waves within a generating area have a wide spectrum of
frequencies, which give it a random appearance.
Wave trains travel along gteat circle paths.
In order to assess the influence of the different phases of the

wind circulations on waves in the Hicks Bay region, an examination has
been made of the more potent systems on the synoptic pressure charts
published by the N.Z. Meteorological Office. It is assumed that winds blow
parallel to the isobars though in practice because of frictional drag
they are sajrd to be directed slightly towards the lower pressures.
Anticyclones and associated depressions of midlatitudes.
Figure 5 shows the phases of the isobaric changes as an anticyclone
(high pressure H) rnoves eastwards and is followed by a depression or trough
(low pressure L), in relation to New zealandrs north-east coast. At
first (1) the loca1 winds are fron the north-east and would generate a
sea (and swell) on the coast. If the high pressure centre is sufficiently
far south, the wind blowing east to üIest on its northern side will
generate a swell, which could reach Hicks Bay. The wind then backs to
the north-west (2) then to the west (3) and south-west (not shown). The
west and south-west winds blow offshore. It has been noted above that
the coast is in the lee of any swell from westerly winds. Subsequently,
after the depression has passed over New Zealand, there are several
configurations of pressure which can generate swell towards Hicks Bay:
- south-west winds may blow along the east coast (phase 4) and
by refracting around East Cape swe11 may impinge on Hicks Bay;
- if the high pressure area following the trough slants
south-east to north-west, a south-easterly swel1 will be
generated (phase 5);
- if the trough develops into an enclosed depression, an
easterly swell (and sea) will forn, and swe1l nay continue to
be generated as it moves away to the east (phase 6).

This systen of alternating anticyclones and depressions is the
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dashed line'swel1/ (r^rith refraction), betrnreen East Cape and North Cape.
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regular and frequent of the pressure patterns. It has a periodicity of
about 5 - 10 days. It could be regarded as a horizontal wave in the
westerly winds as they blow round Antarctica - a wave which progresses
eastwards. The scale of the system is conparatively large having
associated wind fetches of several thousand kilonetres.
Wind veloc:ities
are also conparatively high, and therefore the system has a large capacity
for wave generation. It is noted, however, that waves only from the
north-west would be directed towards Hicks Bay by westerlies having a
syrmnetríeaL

oscillation.

It is ordinarily an enclosed depression which

results in waves frorn the north-east quarter from a cgcLoníc circulatíon.
The nost persistent influence of the depressions would seen to be that of
steepening the zonal gradient of pressure between it and the preceding
anticyclone thereby increasing the northerly air flow around the latter
(as in phase 1).
Tasnan depressions

Depressions which form spasnodically in the subtropics on the
western side of the Tasnan Sea nigrate eastwards and usually intrude

intg New Zealand air. They tend to be closed cyclones having a dianeter
of the order of 10o of latitude (say a thousand kilonetres). Their
influence begins to be felt on the North-East Coast, quite suddenly when
their wave fields clear North Cape (see Fig. 4a).
As they progress
eastwards their wind conponents of interest veer frorn northerly to
easterly. Having produced a pulse of high waves (lasting perhaps
several days) they recede eastwards and become important generators of'
swe11.

Since Tasrnan depressions produce winds of rather limited fetch and
duration (over any particular area of sea) .they are unlikely to geneïate

ful1y arisen

seas

- except when blocked.

It is difficult to say anything definite about their frequency of
occurrence except that there rnight be of the order of 10 - 2O per year.
There is no obvious seasonality.
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Tropical cyclones
The tropical storms and hurricanes of the South-West Pacific have
been exanined by Kerr (1976). They arise between latitudes 50 and 20oS.
Their trajectories tend to be towards the south-east, and occasionally
(perhaps tr,ro or three per year) will have a significant influence on li/aves
reaching New Zealand waters. Their scale and wind velocity may exceed
Barnett (1958) has
that of the subtropical cyclones (see Fig; 4b).

reported details of two which passed over New Zealand in 1936, and
estimates that the annual average frequency of their occurrence is 6.7,
or 1.5 if only severe storms are considered. Figure 5 shows some

trajectories between 1898 and 1956.
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Anticyclones

In Fig. 4c an anticyclone covers New Zealand. Low waves
expected though swell from distant winds might be present.

can be

Local winds

Figure 6 shows the annual wínd roses for four sites bethreen Cape Reinga
and East Cape. There are notable differences between them, no doubt attributable to topographical features and local effects. Possibly that for Mokohinau
Island would be the ¡nost representative for winds raising a local sea. IrSea'
is usua.lly used to define forced vraves as opposed to I'swellrror free waves.]
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co¡nmunication. )
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PREVIOUS t,lAVE STUDIES

Pickrill

Mitchell (1979) in their study of the wave clinate
around New Zealand re¡nark that there is little information from the north-east
coast. They drew on the wave data from Hicks Bay for the period
6 July 1977 - 17 March 1978, and prepared diagrams of wave heights, period.s,
directions and distributions of frequency in height-period space using
infornation supplied by the Central Laboratories of the Ministry of Works and
Development. These are set out below in Fig. 7.
@
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Their main conclusions were that the wave energy is lower than elsewhere
on the New Zealand coast. The doninant wave is between north-east and
east. I'he mean deep water wave height was 1.4m and rarely exceeded 3 n.
Periods (zero crossing) were mainly in the range 6-9 seconds with 6.55
seconds as the average. The authors found no evidence of seasonality,
but noted that storm events appear to be the dominant influence.
Peek (1979) exanined the wave records fron a wave recorder (accelerometer type) moored in shallow tirater near the entrance to Whangarei Harbour
in Brean Bay. The aperture through which the recorded waves had to pass

linited to the arc between north-east and just east of south - with
,o*e islands casting a wave shadow. Peekrs purpose in his research was
' to deternine the effects of waves on beach profiles, but he included a
correlation of waves and weather systems. His main conclusions for the
North-East coast of the North Island were:
- the coast is sheltered fron the westerlies. Waves as reported
by the Meteorological Service at Mokohinau Island cone nainly
fron the north-east (42.7e") and the east (46.6%).
- the average wave height was 0.4 m. Large waves õrn and nore
arrived from periodical storns - tropical and subtropical
depressions. 80% of waves over 0.5 n tend to be accornpanied
by onshore winds. Swell seldon exceeded 0.5 m,
- 80% of the üraves were less than a metre and a 5 sec. period,
during June to October, 1978; 92vo during November to
was

,

-

February, t978/79.
low waves hrere associated with the passage of a high pressure
cel1 or offshore winds from nidlatitude depressions.

swell (of 9 seconds period) was often
depressions to the east.

produced by shallow

It is of interest to compare some of the statistics of Peek for
Bream Bay with those produced by Pickrill and Mitchell (see above) for
Hicks Bay, at the sane tirne keeping in mind the different coastal
orientation and vrater depths at the neasuring stations.
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Hicks Bay

height (n)
Most frequent wave height (n)
Most frequent r,rave period (s)
Highest wave height (m)

Mean wave

1.4
1-1.5
6
6.0,

Brean Bay
0.4

0.5
5

8.9

(one neasurenent)

Harray and Healy (1978) report that fron daily visual observations
at Waihi Beach in the Bay of Plenty over the period April 1975 - May 1976
the significant wave height was 0.6n and the nean period 11 seconds.
They quote a result fron Davies-Col1ey and Healy (1978) that the signi.ficant hrave height at adjacent Mount Maunganui was 1.5m- a factor of

2 greatet.
Apart fron the data extraction for Hicks Bay referred to above,
the Central Laboratories of the Ministry of Works and Development are
of course processing the data to provide the harbour constrarction
engineering information. It has been established that the zero-crossing
period lies most frequently between 6 and 7 seconds. The 100-year
significant wave is estimated to be t2.8 n.
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THE DATA AND PROCFSSTNG
METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

The source

of infornation about the weather systens prevailing

during the wave recordings was the synoptic surface pressure chart
published daily for nidnight, by the New Zealand Meteorological Service.
These charts encompass the region bounded by the Equator and 50oS and

longitudes

120oE

to

150oW.

During the period of the urave measurements which forn the basis
of this report (March-Decenber,, 1979) the following are some of the maln
features of the atnospheric pressure systens which prevailed.
- 47 nidlatitude systens passed over New ZeaIand. Their
average periodicity was 6.1 days. They influenced the
pressure patterns significantly 62% of the time. Eight were
notably mature depressions .
- 12 Tasman depressions rrrere experienced. They had an avelrage
periodicity of about 23 days and exercised an influence on
18%

-

of the

days.

nild ex-tropical cyclones
New Zealand waters to have sone influence.
On two occasions

- Anticyclones

came

close enough to

were situated over New Zealand on 44 days (I6e").

As night be expected the nidlatitude troughs were the doninant
systems generating hraves locally.
fr"y, together lvith the Tasman
depressions, l{ere the nain influence for nearly SOeo of the tine.
During

the balance of the time the anticyclones were the prevailing systens.

It is of interest to know whether the conditions prevailing in
1979 were representative or in any way anomalous. Accordingly
table 2. was prepared. It compares features of the monthly
average winds for 1979 with those for the period 1956 - 7977 at Auckland.
The data was supplied by the N.Z. Meteorological Service (S. Reid personal communication). The conclusion is that the year 1979 was not

significantly

anonalous

.
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1.

Percentage frequency
averages

of wind direction

at Auckland for

and speed based on nonthly

1979 and L956-1977.

Direction

Speed m/s

Period
NW

NE

SE

SW

<5

>15

1979

29

24

10

37

18. 3

13.5

1956-1977

2S

22

11

42

17. 8

16.6

WAVE DATA

fron a Datawell Waverider
accelerometer survey were collected by the Central Laboratories of the
Ministry of Works and Development during the period March to Decenber 1979
(Spinks and Windelev 1979) . Records were nade for g ninutes every 3 hours.
The edited data was stored in the Ministryrs computer in Wellington (see Feasey
1979) and accessed for the study by staff of the vjarer Quality cenrre,
Hamilton. In all, 1911 recordings were used for analysis. Instrunent
failure occasioned so¡ne interruptions, but apart from one break of 35 recordings in mid-October the down-tine was about 2%.
The raw data sea sutface elevations

PROCESSING

Considerable enphasis was put on the spectral analysis of these wave
records. Each 9-ninute record was digitized at 0.249 second intervals
and transformed into a spectrun showing the distributions of energy (related
to wave height squared) with frequency, using the Fast Fourier Transforrn.
The high frequency cut-off was 0.2s Hz. The power spectral density (PSD)
was then averaged over 10 estimates, the basic frequency interval being
0.0196 Hz. There were 20 degrees of freedom - the record being rather short
for this kind of analysis. The PSDts were in units of m2s and in all cases
in this study are densities of variance, though they are corunonly referred
to as wave energy densitl¡ or spectral energy density. The latter
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tern or sinply

The calculated values
Works and Developnent

the

will be used, represented by the symbol S(f).
renain stored in the computer of the Ministry of
in Wellington.

energy density

Maxinum, mean and significant r.Jave heights were also extracted from
records. (The significant wave height is connonly used, as a represent-

ative height and is the

average

of the upper one third of all heights. )

The spectra and heights were then used as follows:
- the energy density values for selected periods were plotted in
frequency - tine space at 6-hourly intervals and contoured at

intervals of 0.25 db.' 0n the sarne diagram the associated
significant heights and synoptic pressure charts were shown.
- spectra for all records were conbined to produce an raverage
spectrumr.

- spectra for occasions when waves were over 2.8 m were averaged to
give a rstorm spectrunt.
- functions h¡ere found which fitted the ttaveragert and 'rsto:rnrl
spectra.
a rose showing the
was

constructed.

total

energy partition anongst directions
Directions hrere deduced from the atrnospheric

pressure charts.
average spectra for the directions r,vere calculated and plotted.
a relationship was found between the significant wave height and
the total of the energy density estimates for selected recordings.
a histograrn showing the frequency of occurrence of waves between
selected wave height ranges was constructed.
the frequency of occurrence of energy density estimates in
selected ranges at each frequency value h'as extracted.
r4¡ave persistence was examined.
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SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR REPRESENTATIVE ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE PATTERNS

This section of the results contains 15 diagrans showing the
contours of energy in frequency - tirne space for selected spans of tine,
together with the associated charts of atnospheric pressure distribution
and the significant wave heights. In most cases spectTa of records
separated by 6 hours have been used, and the energy density contoured
at equal spacings of the logarithrn of the energy density;rat 0.25 db
intervalsi i.e., the approximate values contoured are 0.56, !, t.78,
3.2,5.6, 10, etc., n2s. Low values have been neglected so as to avoid
blurring of the dominant patterns.

of the diagrams is to show the distributions of energy
density for different weather systems and how these change as wave
fields develop and decay. Since there were available sone 1911 spectra
selection was obviously required. Generally speaking the wave regine is
one of low swell fron distant storms punctuated by pulses of locally
generated rsear. It is of interest td know the nature of these pulses
and also the source of the swell. Accordingly the selection was rnade
in the light of the analysis of the systems encountered during the
recordings, as outlined above. The passage of the nidlatitude depressions
being the most frequent t).pe, has been given the greatest attention. The
exanples selected are representative of those sufficiently equatorward to
influence directly the Hicks Bay waters, and include exanples of nainly
zonal air flows or types which have a narked equator'ward flow (occluded
or not). The occluded systens together with the Tasrnan depressions
(usually occluded too) produced the highest waves. Some exanples of
swell-producing systens have been selected to represent swel1 fron the east
to south-west
The purpose

Midlatitude systens
Figure 8 gives a general inpression of the wave energies and heights
encountered during t2 days in June 1979. There was a period of low swell with
low frequency, preceded and then followed by loca1ly generated rsear at
Water & soil miscellaneous publication no. 56 (1983)
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Twelve days record showing wave energy contour patterns and height for the passage of (a) an occluded
nidlatitude depression on L-3 June, (b) swell probably from different sources 3-10 June,
(c) the passage of another midlatitude depression 12 June.
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higher frequencies. This was a faírLy

conmon

pattern.

next 8 figures (9-16) show the passage of nidlatitude systems
and illustrate the following features:
- Fig. 9, nainly zonal flow (high zonal index) with the passing
The

-

of two troughs.
Fig. 10, moderate zonal index with 'sear

generated by north-

-

west winds.
Fig. 11, low zonal index - nainly with north-west winds.
Fig. 12, depression - initially northerly winds - high ürave energy.
Fig. !3, depression but set more to the south.
Fig. 14. low zonal index with swell probably being generated
fron the north-east.
Fig. 15, depression set to the south - uJaves and swe1l fro¡n the

-

north and north-east.
Fig. L6, depression set to the south inducing mainly north-east

-

rsear and swel1.
[The zonal index is the ratio of the westward conponent of velocity

to the

equatorward component.]

Further

comment

adjoins each figure.

In each figure the lower diagran shows the distribution of spectral
energy density çn2¡Uz| in frequency-tine space. Spectral values are
plotted at 6 hourly intervals of tine and contoured at intervals corresponding to 0.25 decibels, but labelled with their true values. Low value
contours have been omitted. Synoptic pressure diagrams derived fron the
N.Z. Meteorological Service's analysis have been positioned above so that they
are centred on the time for which they are forecast, 0000 hours each day.
Numbers placed below the pressure charts are the wind velocities in knots
and the direction in degrees true for 0000 hours or as nearly as possible
to that tine. The dashed lines represent fronts. On the top diagran,
the significant wave heights in metres have been plotted using the sane
tine scale as that of the spectral density.
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9. A series of three shallow troughs in the nidlatitude systen
is moving fron east to rr'est at about 20 knots. Winds are nainly
zonaL so the wave heights remain quite low (less than 2 n). Two
pulses of wave energy are shown. Both have their spectral maxima
at about 0.125 Hz (8 second periods) . These pulses were probably

FIG.

generated during the tine the winds were slightly north of west,
just preceding the passage of the front past North Cape.
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FIG. 10. Another exanple of a shallow trough in a nainly zonal aír
strean, noving at about 26 knots and causing l¡itaves of not more
Again it is the
than 2 m - probably fetch and duration linited.
north-west winds which generate the wave eneÎgy pulse with a
maxima at about O,t2 Hz. Notable is the way the energy maximum has
shifted quickly to lower frequencies on 28 April. This sloping front
face to the energy distribution is typical of local wind generation'
There is practically no contribution fron swel1.
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FIG. 11. A sharp equatorward excursion of the air str.eam as a nidlatitude depression moves across at 20-25 knots. Wave generating
winds are at first northerly around the anticyclone on 11 April and
then north-westerly along a moderate length fetch. Maxinun waves
ale 3-4 n with the spectral maximum on about 0.t Hz. The front face
of the energy distribution is again steeply sloped but there is
evidence of sone swell influencing the distribution on 12 April, probably
from a tropical depression just east of the Kermadec Islands on 10 April.
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FIG.12. A midlatitude depression is rnoving at about 25 knots.
When the northerly comPonent of wind clears North Cape waves
are generated very rapidly reaching 4 n in 18 hours. The front
face of the energy distribution pattern tends to the vertical.
The spectral energy maxinun is at about 0.1 Hz. As the front
recedes to the east it continues to generate south-east swe1l
towards Hicks Bay.
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FIG. L3. Two nidlatitude depressions are nerging and- becoure a slow
noving system, which is centred a little too far south for there to
be a long fetch or for the north-easterly component to generate rrraves
towards Hicks Bay. Growth to the maximr¡n wave height of about S n
is spread over two days. The spectral rnaxirnun is ahout O.lL Hz.
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FIG. 14. The pressure charts show a fast moving (33 knots) nidlatitude
depression of low zonaL index. Waves reached a height of about 3 n,
generated by north-west winds of moderate fetch. They nay have been
duration linited. The spectral maximum was at a frequency of a little
rnore than 0.L Hz. The previous pressure distributions on 12 and 13
November show that there night have been swell generated frorn the
north-east by an air strea¡n around the anticyclone to the east. This
could account for the energy distributionpatternon 16 November.
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FIG. 15.

r-l

The pressure charts show a

midlatitude depression
developing into an occluded cyclone and travelling rather s1ow1y
(about 16 knots) across New Zealand. Preceding it the winds are
anticyclonic from the north and they seen to have been nainly
responsible for the 3 n r,saves which developed - the centre of the
cyclone being rather far south for the north-westerly winds to
participate. The wave energy grew rather slowly and reached a
maximum spectral energy at about 0.t Hz. There is a possibility
that swell fron the north h¡as responsible for the pattern on
27 JuIy.
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effect of

lgllollrl

Tinrc

the two closely following nidlatitude troughs
has been to induce winds fron the north, north-east and later east
which have produced a slow growth of waves up to a maxirnun of 2 - 3 m.
There seems to be a strong influence of swe11 but contouring of the
energy distribution was difficult.
The apparent interrnittency of the
swel1 could be associated with the changing direction of the anti-r
cyclonic winds. The sharp decline of energy on the night of the
II-12 March may have been occasioned by the equatorward movenent of
Water & soil miscellaneous publication no. 56 (1983)
the anticyclone.
FIG.

The

-34Tasnan, depressions

to 19 illustrate the response of waves at Hicks Bay to
the passage of depressions which have arisen in the Tasman sea and
noved eastwards. The fornat of the diagrans and the contouri-ng
procêdures are the same as those described in the previous section.
Figures

17
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FIG. L7. The Tasnan occluded depression is noving very s1owly eastwards
and is almost stationary on 2I and 22 March. waves generated by north
and later north-east winds raised the waves to 4 m, the maxinun spectral
energy occurring at about o.LL Hz. Wave growth was apparently slow but
this is probably because initially on L8 and 19 March the wave generation
was by way of anticyclonic winds. rt was not untit the 20th that the
generation by cyclonic winds took effect.
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FIG. 18. The occluded Tasnan depression shown in the pressure charts is
rnoving at 10-15 knots - rather slowly conpared with sone nidlatitude
depressions and generating vraves from the north and later the east.
wave growth up to 3.5 n was ¡noderately rapid. Maxinun spectral energy
was at about O.LL Hz. There is evidence of some swell contributing
wave energy. This swell had probably been generated fron the south by
a previous nidlatitude depression.
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FIG. 19. In this case a depression crossed the Tasnan Sea and
nerged with another 1ow pressure area of tropical origin.
The
conbined occluded systen caused waves from an easterly direction
reaching over 5 n - the highest recorded of all the data. The
tine taken for the height increase from 0.5 m to over 4 m was
24 hours. Features of the energy distribution were the steep
front face and the low frequency of the spectral naxinurn (0.067 Hz).
As the low pressure system rnoved avlay to the east, an easterly
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swell appears to have been generated.
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9vsll
Figures 20 to 23 include exanples of swe1l waves. In the first
the swell was south-easterly and in the others the directions as
indicated by the pressure charts, were increasingly south-westerly.
It should be noted that directional interpretations have been nade fron
the Meteorological service charts as described above. They show the
pressure distribution up to a distance of about 2000 n. niles to the
east and north. It is known that low frequency swell is able to travel
very great distances so that i.t is not always easy to identify sources

correctly.

In nost cases the swell was being produced by systems which were
moving away fron Hicks Bay, or altering their fetch directions. These
features nust give rise to a rather complicated swel1.
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FIG. 20. 0n 17 April a high pressuÏe over New Zealand anð a
depression to the east caused a south-east airflow with a long
fetch of about 1000 n.miles. This configuration persisted for
several days with the fetch t ending mo1.e easterly. Low frequency
swel1 was recorded on 19 and 20 April with a height of 1.5 - 2 m.
The swell spectïum was quite sharply peaked at 0.085 Hz.
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FIG. 21.

JutY

6 and 7 JuLy a pressure gradient between an anticyclone over
New zeaLand and a deepening nidlatitude depression receding eastwards caused a south-south-easterry air stream to flow over a 1000 n.
nile fetch to the east of New Zealand. swell of about 1.4 m was
recorded at Hicks Bay on 8 and 9 July. The swell spectrum was
sharply peaked at 0.09 Hz. swell from a previous systen together
with wind vlaves was present on the 6th.
On
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FIG. 22. The pressure chart for 24 October shows a Tasnan depression
passing to the east of New Zealand. Between it and a high pressure
over the Tasman Sea a southerly air strean is generating swell over a
1500 n.nile fetch. A low swell of 0.5 - 1 n with a narrohr spectruiî
peaked at 0.9 Hz was recorded on 25 and 26 October.
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FIG. 23. The tight gradient of pressure off the New Zeala¡d coast
on 1 and 2 May caused a strong south-west air strean to flow over
a fetch of at least 1500 n.niles. Swell of just under L n was
recorded at Hicks Bay. It had a very sharp spectrum with naxinun
energy at about 0.07 Hz. This swell would have had undergone
considerable refraction around East Cape. Some loca1 patches of
wind waves are also shown.
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-43CHARACTERISTIC SPECTRA

Total data spectrun
An average spectrum for all the data was obtained by
average values of the densities for each frequency fron all

finding the
the 1911
spect'a. These are listed in Table 2 and, plotted in
Fig. 24.
The table also shows the percentage distribution of energy
density, and the equivalent height of each component rrrave, calculated
by assuming that the mean squared variance of a sinusoid is equal to
half its anplitude squared.
TABLE

Frequency
(Hz)

2. Sþectral densities -

Period (s)

Average energy

density

(m2s)

average spectrun

90

Equivalent
component
wave height (m)

0 0479

20.8

0.02

0.24

0

0675

14.8

4.90

0. 25

0 08 71

11.5

0.40
1.44

L7.54

0.47

r067

9.4
7.9
6.9
6.0

2.22

27.04

0.58

1.s5

18.88

0.49

.94

11.45

0.38

0.62

7.55

0.51

0.43

5.24

0.26

0

0

0 1262
0 1458
0 1654

0

.06

0.30

3.64

0.27

0 2247

5.4
4.9
4.5

0. 19

2.3L

0.19

0 2437

4.t

0. 10

L.22

0. 16

0 r.849
0 2045

rt is evident that the

average spectrun is fairly sharply peaked
at 0.1'067 Hz (9.4 s period) and that just over 60% of all wave energy
recorded lies within a frequency band t0.0196 Hz on either side of it.

of the average energy densities is g.27 m2s which by an
empirical relationship deduced below is equivalent to an average hrave
height (significant) of 1.55 m.
The sum
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FIG. 24. Average spectrun with calculated values
(dots) from equations (a) and (b) for the
right- and left-hand sides of the peak,
respectively.
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Function for the average spectru¡n

In an attempt to find

firnction which would describe
the average spectrum conparison was nade between its shape and that of
Pierson and Moskowitz (19ó4), and of Hasselmann et af. (1973) the so-called
JONSWAP spectrum. The forner is for tfully arisenr waves and the latter
The comparison was made by non-dimensionalfor fetch linited waves.
ízing using the nethod of Mitsuyasu (1968) where the scaled energy density
Sn(f) is plotted against f/fm' where
Sn(f) =

$(f) x

a mathematical

fm

E

S(f) is the energy density, f is frequency, fin is the frequency of
rnaxirnum energy and E is the total energy.
and

fitted to the Pierson - Moskowitz spectrum
reasonably well for f > fin. For f < fin an empirical relationship was
deduced by curve fitting (seê Fig. 24).
The average spectrum can be

The function

of the Pierson -

S(f) - dg2(zn¡-+t -5exP[

Moskowítz spectrum is

å[*j- ]

whereq=0.0081,gis the acceleration of gravity.
For the average spectrun o = lj#

and

and fin =

0.1067. Substituting

sinplifying

s(f) = 1.0577 x 10-4f-t"*p - ft.62ot x 10-4f-ql---f > 0.7067 Hz.

(a)

For the low frequency part of the spectrum a possible function was
found by multiplying the above by a further exponential function, yielding

s(f)

= 6.9 exp -

[0.1067f-r72'2

f < 0.t067 Hz,

Storn spectra and function

In order to find the forn of the spectrun typical of the high wave
fields generated locally, the spectra from 5 occasions when the significant
Water & soil miscellaneous publication no. 56 (1983)

(b)
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greater than 2.8 n were selected (see table 3). For each
occasion 2 to 3 spectra were taken and their energy densities averaged.

waves were

The 5 averaged spectra were rnade non-dimensional as above, and compared
as to shape with the Pierson - Moskowitz and JONSWAP spectra. As may be
seen frorn Fig " ,25 the JONSWAP spectrum form is closer to the Hicks
Bay data. There is considerable scatter but this is to be expected,

especially as the original records were rather short. since the
JONSWAP spectrum is descriptive of wave fields fron linited fetches,
the suggestion emerges that the Hicks Bay storn waves are fetch or
duration linited.
The function

of the

JONSWAP

spectrun is

S(f) = ,g2çZn¡-af -5exP[å[rtj-*]'Yexp -( t
2J 2

Im)2
fin 2

the symbols are as above and y is the so-called peak
tern and J is a shape factor.

Where

enhancenent

for the constants are
o,=0.0081 , .(=3.5,
J=Ja=0.07 forf <fin

Suggested values
and

J = Jb = 0.09

when

f > fm (Hasselmann et al. I}TS),

DIPüCTION OF ENERGY APPROACH

Energy rose.

Using the synoptic pressure charts published by the New Zea1and
Meteorological Office (for nidnight) the direction of waves and swel1
were deduced for each day. The assumption was nade that the air flow
was parallel to the isobars, though as pointed out earlie4 frictional forces
induce some degree of cross-isobar flow towards the 1ow pressure regions.
The percentage frequency of occurrence of winds which night generate waves
likely to be measured at Hicks Bay are shown in Fig 26.
The corresponding spectral energy densities for the period were summed and a diagram
or rose of directional energy constructed. This is also shown in
Fj-g. ZS.
It should be noted that assessment of direction was not
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TABLE

Date

Frequencies-Hz

Tine
0

2/ 8/ 79

0000

.0479

0.008

0300

0.020

0600

0.031

t200

0.052

1500

0.052

0600

0.017

0900

0.051

1500

0.015

1800

0.030

6/7s

0000

o .029

LS/9/79

1500

0.010

22/8/7s
2/6/7s

27

/ 6/7s

28/

3. SPectral densities (¡rzs) for selected storns

.009

1800

0

2700

0.014

0.0675 0.0871
1.419 1 1 .878
o.27L 10.23s
2.473 s .779
0.508 0.3s0
0.413 0.987
0.203 2.541
0.279 6.631
0.L47 0.482
0.407 0.164
0.165 2.550
o.o27 0.585
0.095 1.060
0.086 r.620

0.1067 0.t262 0.1458
9.338 s.855 2.16t
10.306 11.209 3.695
19.07s 5.878 2.72s
8,829 22.140 4.42t
10.540 13.400 3.565
8.314 4.530
32.218
11.770 3.154
32.440
12.420 1.460
10 .08
9.s20 s.420
8.31
1 .830
5 .570
16 .80
9.815 rO .736 2 .891
8.470 1 .820
11 .820
16.100 6.500 2.000
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0.16s4

0.1849

0.2045

2.112

L.726

1

.281

4.210

.898

1

.015

1

.9ó3

t.290

L.782

2.050

1.8s2

1

.108

2.563

2.069

1

.693

1.258

2.473

0.614

2.080

2.170

1.787

.760

1.560

0.542

3

0

2.110

0.570

0

3.140

1.410

0.790

2.65r

1

.549

0.700

L.7 40

r.647

0.970

1

.490

1

.595

.00E

1.540

0.2247 0.2437
0.699 0.146
0 .291
0 .620
0.303
0 .745
0.827 0.193
0.315
o .542
0 .226
0 .849
7.r92 0 .278
0.433 0.219
0.640 0.283
0.562 0.269
0.467 0.t20
0.579 0 .250
0.4s6 0.209
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FIG. 25. Comparison of storn spectra with those of Pierson-Mozkowitz
(fully arisen sea) and JONSIVAP (linited fetch).
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natter, especially when the energy measured originated
fron prior, distant wind fields. It sonetimes also happened that the
spectrun for an occasion v/as a bispectra, indicating two sources of
waves, usually local wind waves superinposed on a swell from a distance.
This was Inost apparent with 1ow energy spectra and, since in these cases
the energies were of snall significance, only the dorninant one was
included. It is, however, possible that spectra with higher significant
energies had more than one source of energy, and that they could not be
resolved. The directional energy roses must therefore be regarded as
very approxinate. However, the most significant energy spectra appeared
to have easily identifiable sources.
always an easy

Figure 26 shows that the trend is for sea and swell to be generated
nost frequently by winds frorn the north-west, north-east and south-east.
The energy however comes nainly fron the north to north-east sector.
Conparison of Fig. 26 with the directional diagran of Pickrill and
þlitúel1 (1979) (Fig7) reveals considerable difference accountable because

the forner is concerned with origins and is based on neteorological
charts while the latter is based on local visual observation which would
record waves (fron an oblique direction) after refraction.

of whether swel1 travelling up the East Coast of New
zearand from a southerly or south-westerly direction, would refract
sufficiently round East Cape to be recorded at Hicks Bay needs consideration. Figure 27 shows the orthogonals of 12 seconds period swe1l from
a southerly direction. Apparently the bathynetry is such that the swe1l
would be so refracted, the swell height being reduced by about a factor
of roughly 2 ín the process. Also shown in Fig. 27 are the orthogonals
of L4 second swell from a direction parallel to the depth contours to
the south of East Cape. In this case the swell height would be reduced
by a factor of roughly 3 or 4. rt is noted that the concept of swell
starting off with para1le1 orthogonals over a sloping sea floor is rather
Evidently the longer swell can refract around East Cape
artificial.
but are much reduced in height. For all practical purposes, the shorter
v/aves are filtered out of any records at Hicks Bay.
The question

the recorder was apparently sheltered fron the westerlies,
the fetch is short and the resulting high frequency waves tend to be
Water & soil miscellaneous publication no. 56 (1983)
generated at substantial angles to the wind.
Though

(¡I
F
I

FlG.

orthogonals showing refraction around East Cape: (left)
14 second *"r"s fron the Southlest and (right) 12 second l{aves
from the South.

27, Wave
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Spectra

for directions

on the assumption that the deductions nade about directions are va1id,
the average spectrun for each direction was extracted. The spectral
energies are shown in table 4 and the spectTa are plotted in Fig. 29.
Notable features are that the spectral maximurn occurs at 0.1067 Hz

(indicated by the dotted line) for northerly directions, but is found
at a lower frequency for directions between east and south-west. This
no doubt reflects the swell component fron long fetches. The spectral
maximum for westerly waves is greater than 0.1067 Hz indicating the
preponderance of wind waves with a short fetch. That the spectra for
the southerly directions are broad and not sharply peak (as one would
expect frorn refracted swel1) is probably an indication of the difficulty
of separating out swell and local wind waves at low energies.
OTHER WAVE STATISTICS

Wave

heights

Figure 29 shows the conplete time series of the significant wave
heights. The intermittency of high wave gïoups is notable" Figure 30
is a diagram showing the frequency of occurrence of significant wave
heights above or below stated values - calculated fron the sun of the
energy densities for each record. The average is about l.2s n,
Interestingly this is not nuch less than that for the West Coast (North
Island) of 1.5 n.
The lowest significant wave height of 0.s7 m was recorded on
6/5/79 after 5 days of high pressure had reduced the local wind waves.
The waves had a period of about L5 seconds and appeared to be swell which

had originated in the vicinity of canpbell rsland two days previously.

rarely under 0.5 m; occrrrrjng on 11 occasions with a
total duration of about 100 hours in all (see section on persistence below)
waves ü¡ere

highest significant wave of 5,2 m was measured 5 weeks later, on
L5/5/79' it being the consequence of the action of a nerged Tasman cyclone
The
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densities fron each direction based on 1911 records (rounded off to second decimal
place rn2s). Nr:nber of records for each direction are in the direction coh¡rm,

TABLE4.Average spectral energ'y

Frequency-Hz

Direction
N

260
NE

0.03

0

.04

0.01

0

.01

0.1654 0.1849 0.2045 0.2241

0.0871

0.1067 0.1262

0.2s

L.70

4.28

3.35

1

.90

16

0.80

0.56

0.33

0.16

o.o2 0.32

2-07

3.87

2.2t.

t.2s

0.77

0.51

0

.35

0.22

0.11

0.03

3.26

2.78

1

.60

0.81

0.s2

0.34

0.24

0.17

0.09

0.0088 0.0284 0.0479 0.0675

o.o2

0.1459

0.2437

5J¿
E

0.06

0.o2

1.30

203
I

ut

SE

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.40

1.76

;

;

;

0.26

o. 19

0. 16

0.11

0.07

0.04

0.01

0

.02

0.22

;

0.49

0.57

0.41

0.26

o.20

0.14

0.10

0.06

0

.04

0.01

0.04

0.52

0.41

0.30

o.24

0.23

0.18 0.16

0.14 0.t2

0

.03

0.01

0-01 0.t2

0.29

0.40

0.48

0

.68

0.56 0.59

0

336
S

t24
SW

0.06

188

lv

.27

0

.t7

0.10

L46

Nl|l

0.05 0.01 0.01 0.13 0.60 2.27 2.02 1.27 0.90 0.66
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ex-tropical cyclone with which was associated a fetch away
to the east. Another occasion when the waves exceeded 5 m was also
associated with a Tasman cyclone - there being a steep pressure gradient
between it and a 'blockingr high pressure between East Cape and the
Chathan Islands. The highest wave was 7.8 n.
and a weak

Highest ü/aves seem to be the product either of:
- a Tasman cyclone blocked so as to to extend its duration; or
- a conbination of an occluded nidlatitude system or Tasman cyclone,
with a tropical depression.
The classicat Wahine storm was an example of the forner.
The average

significant

wave

height, calculated fron the

average

spectrum, was 1.55 n.

Significant

wave

height - energy relationship

It is useful to know the relationship between the significant wave
height for a record and the spectral energy for Hicks Bay data.
Accordingly a selected sanple of significant wave heights (Htrr) were
plotted against the sun of the spectral energy densities I[S(f)], as
shown in Fig. 51.
Hr/s= o'54'Æs(f) "' o < f <o'25Hz
This conpares with the usually used relationship

Hr,, = 4Æ
is the total energy of the spectrun) which when the basic
frequency band of 0.0196 Hz is taken into account becomes
(where E

Ht/ s = 0. s6'ÆS (f)

Figure 32 has been constructed fron all the available spectra.
It was derived fron the number of occasions on which the energy densities
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of a particular size

group were assocíated wfth a given frequency.
However, energy density has been converted into wave height assuning each
component

to be a sinusoid.

Also drawn are dashed lines which indicate the percentage frequency
with which the heights exceed a given value for each component frequency.
Persistence

of

waves

of tine for which the heights of h¡aves remain unchanged
is terned the persistence. It is more useful in practice to know the
persistence of wave heights above or below a selected va1ue. Accordingly
the computer was progranmed to extract the required information fron the
original wave records. Height intervals of 0.5 n were used. The data
were processed to give two types of infornation.
- The percentage of the total ti¡ne of recordings that the
persistence of tsignificantr waves greater tlnn (or equal to) a
certain height, equalled or exceeded a given persistence. These
data are shown in Fig. SS.
- The percentage of the total time that the persistence of
significant waves Less tLnn a certain height, equalled or
exceeded a given persistence. These values are shown in
Fig.34.
The length

things, that storm waves greater
than say 3 m never persisted for greater than about 36 hours. Above 4
the persistence hras no greater than about 12 hours. On the other hand
1ow waves, less than say 1.5 n, could persist for 300 hours, and for 50% of
the total time persisted for 70 hours. Waves below 0.5 n l¡ere present
for very little tine (a percent or so) and persisted for no longer than
t0 - 20 hours.
The analysis shows, anongst other
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EXTRAPOLATION TO THE NORTH-EAST COAST

Energy roses

In view of the

cornprehensive nature

of the

processed Hicks Bay

data (conplete spectral analysis) it seened worth while to attempt an
extrapolation of the results to other regions where they night be
applied, albeit with nodifications. It hlas assumed that other places
the sane deep water
waves and receive the same total energy as Hicks Bay, for those directions
(between East Cape and North Cape) would experience

to which they were directly exposed. The Hicks Bay rose was applied
for these directions. No allowance was made for any refracted or
diffracted waves; intervening land masses were assuned to intercept
However,an attenpt was nade to account for additional
wave trains.
wave energy generated by local winds blowing over limited fetches, ê.9.,
easterly winds across the Bay of Plenty. Since there ale no ,data for
these it was assumed that in each case the energy and the spectrum would
be that at Hicks Bay for the westerly winds, suitably scaled to account
for differences in annual frequency of occurrence. Wind data from
Whakatane was used for this purpose for the Bay of Plenty and that fron
Mokohinau Island for regions north of Great Barrier Island. The calculated
additional energies
Balt

of

were

PLentlt Reqion
Wind

direction

East

Barríer

frequency

Energy contribution-n2
272

4

South-East

.s
8.7

South-East

5

North-West
Gv,eat

%

17

1

190

s92

& North
South

16.s

340

IT22

of total energy for selected sites are shown in
Fig. 35 in relation to mean coast-lines. In view of the assumptions
The inferred roses
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tentative and rather speculative" However,
the crudeness of this approach is to sone extent nitigated by the fact
that the additional energies are rather snall conpared with those
transferred fron Hicks Bay and do not significantly alter the distribution
except at the eastern end of the Bay of Plenty. Better data should becone
available fron a recorder currently situated off Great Barrier Island.
The roses, of course, apply only in deep water.

rlade they nust be regarded as

transport tendencies

Longshore sedinent

Figure 36 shows the resultant magnitudes and directions calculated
fron the energy roses. The net energy approach has been indicated by
arrows drawn at the approximately 50 m depth contour. They apply in
deep water and will be modified in shoaling water. They are subject to
the reservations made in constructing the energy roses, especially the
geostrophic assunption of wind direction. If the latter is invalid
because of the significant frictional effects then the arrows would have
to be rotated stightly clockwise" Nevertheless, Fig. 36 does suggest
some likely tendencies as to the direction which sediment may be transported along a Íìean shoreline.
- Broadly speaking, only the two sides of the Bay of Plenty should
be subject to waves of significant obliquity.
- Elsewhere the net r,Jave energy is approxinately normal to the 50 n
contour except betlreen Cape Brett and Bream Head where there is
a snal1 southerly tendency.
- In the Bay of Plenty the wave energy along the beaches at the
head of the Bay would seem to be about balanced, and any
longshore movement is likely to be nainly the consequence of
differences in the influence of winds blowing over a local fetch.
Winds from an easterly or westerly quarter would influence
alongshore movement differently towards either end.
The offshore extent

if
to

of the nearshore

sediment resource

An offshore sediment deposit can only be a source of beach material
there exist the forces to move it shorewards " There is usually a limit
the water depth in which those forces operate.
This in turn defines

the outer

boundary

of the resource.
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sedinent novement requires both turbulent vortices near the watersediment interface to cause suspension, and currents to provide advection.
In coastal waters the suspending turbulence is conmonly caused by the
interaction of the orbital notion of water particles associated with the
The nagnitudes of the orbital velocities are
wave and the sea floor.
related to the wave height and wavelength, and diminish
rapidly with depth, beconing smal1 at a depth of a quarter of a wavelength
and negligible at half a wavelength. In order to suspend sedinents the
orbital velocities near the interface must equal or exceed sone threshold
value which depends on the size of the sedinents and their nature.

It is clear that in any assessrnent of the extent of a given source
of potential beach sedinents, knowledge of the characteristics of the
incident waves is a first requirement. In the past it has been conmon
practice to use a single wave height and period to represent a wave train'
The shortconings of this approach are obvious. The wave train consists
of a spectrun of components in randon phase. Each has a different
capacity to set sediment in notion.
With the above remarks in rnind an atternpt has been made to use the
spectral infornation and the frequency of occurTence data, to estimate
the offshore extent of sediments which night be available to beaches of
the North-East Coast. To get some idea of the depths of incipient
sedinent stirring the following assumptions were madei
- the maxirnurn horizontal orbital velocities (U) are given by the

linear

wave theorY

nHf
,r=
" Sinh 2rd/L
where H is the height of the v¡ave component of frequency f, d is
the hrater depth,and L is the wave length at that depth;
- sedinents are unconsolidated fine sand of 0'2 nn diameter
this si¿e is common,ê.g.,on lVaihi Beach (Harray and Healy 1978)
and along Bream BaY (Peek 1979)

3

- the threshold velocity for this size of sedinent is that
by Komar (1976) - 18 to 22 cn/ s (see Fig. 37).
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sedinent threshold under waves (after româr
The procedure adopted was as follows:

-

the maximun orbital velocity (normalized by dividing by H) was
calculated for selected frequencies and depths (see Fig. 38);
the depths at which the threshold values r{ere equalled were
extracted for wave component heights up to 4m (see F.ig. 39);
the percentage exceedence of the tine that each wave component
height - frequency conbination occurred at Hicks Bay was read

off Fig. 32 and plotted

on

Fig.

39.

Figure 59 gives an indication of the percentage of the ti¡ne that a
wavc component (acting independently) will stir sediments to at least the
stated depth at places which experience the Hicks Bay wave regime. These
are tabulated below for selected depths.
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FIG. 39. The depths at h'hich the naximum orbital velocities of
wave components at stated wave heights equal the threshoLd
velocities for sand of 0.2nm diarneter - for selected frequencies
(full lines) and percentage of the tÍme that wave height componentfrequency co¡nbinations occur (dotted lines).
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Depth ('m)

at which threshold
velocity is equalled
43
325
27
t7

Percentage

of the tine

threshold

exceeded

1

10
20

Interpretation of this table calls for some judgnent as to what
percentage of occurrence defines the depth of the seaward extent of the
sediment source. One may perhaps say that at 40 n the stirring of a
0.22 mm sedi¡nent by waves should seldom occur but at 20 rn it should be

significantly

connon.

The above treatnent neglects the fact that some of the wave components
will sonetines be in phase, and also that beat frequencies may be expected
especially when swell is running.

is to consider the average spectrun (Fig , 24), to
calculate the naximum orbital velocities for each frequency, and to sun
them on the assunption that the conponents are all in phase, though this
will rarely occur. This leads to the result that the threshold velocity
will be reached at a depth of 50 n.
Another approach

Gillie (1979) rnade field observations off the Northland Coast. He
concluded that sedinent interchange between the inner shelf and the short
faces are unlikely. He noted that the interface region where reefs were
exposed, or where the sediment cover was typically thin and patchy was in
the depth range of 30 - 50 m.
That a sedinent is stirred by waves, inplies that it eouLd be
transported shorewards and forn part of the beach sedinent systen. There
is of course no certainty that. the appropriate currents would be present
to effect this transportation. In this connection it should be noted that
on the North-East Coast high waves are nearly always accompanied by onshore
winds, which induce compensatory currents flowing offshore near the sea

floor.
the sanple calculation may be of sone
assistance to those concerned with licensing offshore sand nining, and who
The above approach and
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¡"u" to declde on the depth, seaward of which, sedinents could be nined
without depleting a reserve of sedinents that night be part of the beach
fla¡r

sedinent systen.
CONTRACT TENDERING

In bidding for an offshore contract, say an ocean outfall pipe
line or submerged sand breakwater, there are a number of imponderables
which a contractor must consider. Uncertainty must lead to the
adoption of large safety factors, which in turn are reflected in price.
Two aspects of tendering to which the findings of the present study
night be applied so as to reduce uncertainty are the choice of craft
and down tine.
In selecting sea-going craft for a contract,
- Choice of craft.
consideration rnust be given to seawotthiness, which is closely
related to the response of the craft to the r^raves, both height
and period. In considering wave period there is the zerocrossing wave period which at Hicks Bay is on the average about
6.5 seconds and the period (or frequency) of naxinum spectral
energy which is about 9.4 seconds for the average spectrum. It
is noted as a matter of interest that the developnent of the
Maui gasfield was substantially delayed (no doubt at considerable
cost) because of an unsuitable choice of servicing craft, that
choice having been ¡nade on the basis of zero-crossing period
rather than spectral data.

tíne. Contractots sometimes have a choice of methods to
enploy in offshore engineering works, ê.g., the nethod of installing
an ocean outfall pipe. Different nethods are operable under
different liniting wave heights and persistence. Other things
being equal the data on the frequency of occurrence of heights
and the percentage of the tine wave heights persist could result
in closer tendering.
Down

Consider the wave height data
Figure 30).

in the following table (fron
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5.

of occurrence of selecte<l wave heights.
% of the tine
Wave height less
encountered
than (rn)
7%
1.0
45eo
1.5
,o,o
, 2.0
84%
2.s

percentage frequency

There is a substantial advantage in selecting a nethod operable
in say 2 m rather than 1 m, but there would be little additional
advantage in being able to operate in up to 2.5 m. The same kind of
considerations wilI apply to persistence.
MODELS

In both nathenatical and physical nodels of sedinent transport,
the practice in the past has been to assume a !{ave of sinple height
(usualIy HVì and period (usually average of zero-crossing intervals).
The shortcomings of using a single rrepresentativerlvave as a surrogate
for a spectrum have of course been recognised and there is now a move
towards a more sophisticated approach. Mathematical nodels which
require spectral inputs are being developed and wave generators
programmed to produce waves other than nonochronatic waves are in
operation.

While it is appreciated that there are sti1l difficulties to be
overcome in the broad application of spectla to the calculation of
sediment budgets there are certain problems to which spectral infornation
could with advantage be applied now. For example the construction of an
offshore subnerged sand breakwater is one possible option available in
the search for a solution to the kind of erosion problems which occur at, e.g.
Orewa and near l,{arsden Point. Testíng of the stability of such breakwaters in wave tanks can be much more realistically done with waves,
which approxinate to the spectrurn of waves which will inpinge on the
prototype.

In all calculations which involve refraction, the nost reali,stic
treament requires the use of the spectïum, for example, in the estimation
of wave penetration in harbour and marina studies.
Water & soil miscellaneous publication no. 56 (1983)
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The ability to predict wave conditions is important to nany types
of ocean engineering projects such as construction, salvage, nining and
Large suns of noney may be wasted in prenature cessation of
drilling.
operations, or by delaying precautions. Prediction methods by conputer
require wave spectra as input.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report gives an account of the analyses of nine nonths of wave
records collected off Hicks Bay by the Central Laboratories of the Ministry
of Works and Developnent in 1979. A feature of the analysis was that the
spectra for all of the 1911 records were determined, enabling the energy and
average spectra for different directions of wave approach to be estinated,
and the associations with weather systens to be examined. Functions were
derived for the average and storrn spectra. Wave height distributions and
persistence were investigated. Possible applications including extrapolation to the rest of the north-east coast are discussed in the report.
Representativeness

of the

data

During the nonths when the wave data were collected, the winds
experienced were conparable in speed and direction with the 22 year average.
The waves can therefore be regarded as a reasonably representative data set.
Wave heights

The heights

of waves,

measured

during the recordings are reflected in

the following:
- the highest wave was 7.8 n;
- the average significant' wave was 1.25 mi
- h¡ave heights were of 0.5 n or less about 2% of the tirne and did
not persist for more than 10-20 hours;
- wave heights greater than 4 n did not persist for more than
about 12 hours;

Wave

for

90eo

of the tine the

wave

heights were less than 2.5 n high.

periods and frequencies

The average period of the hraves, defined as the average interval
between upwards crossing of the nean sea level was 6.5 seconds (Pickrill and
Mitchell 1979). On the other hand in the average spectnnn the maximun
energy v¡as at a frequency comesponding to 9.4 seconds. For nany applications

this is an inportant difference.
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-78The lowest frequency of the spectral maxinum was associated with waves
from the storrn which produced the highest waves and with swe1l fron the southwest - 0.067 Hz (about 15 seconds) . The average frequency of the spectral
maximum for 5 lesser storns was 0.L067 Hz (9.4 seconds).

Associations with the weather systems

It is quite clear that the weather system which is most connonly the
source of waves recorded at Hicks Bay is the nidlatitude one, either by way
of Iocally generated waves or by swell.
of wavès are generated by enclosed systens originating
either fron nidlatitude or Tas¡nan depressions and noving fron west to east.
In these cases the wave heigþts are dependent íntey aLía on the speed with
which the systems move eastwards. Syste¡ns slowed down by a blocking high
pressure produce higher waves, but cormonly the enclosed depressions do not
persist long enough to produce a rfully arisen sear. Ttris is borne out by
the fact that the stom spectra are nore in accord with the JONSWAP spectnm
(Hasselnann g!3!. L973) than that of Pierson and Moscowitz (1964) for a
The higher pulses

fully arisen sea,

Dependence on

duration nay make wave prediction a

difficult

natter.
A striking feature of the waves originating fron these nidlatitude or
Tasnan systens is the rapidity with which wave heights can increase. As the
systens approach, the north-east coast is sheltered fron the waves they
generate, but as they clear North Cape their effects are felt quite suddenly.
The rate of growth of wave heights can be as high 25-30 cn per hour.
Acconpanying this grorlth is a change in the distribution of spectral energy,
the spectral naxima noving to lower frequencies as is usual during generation.
In the absence of backgrounä swell. fro¡n the Southern Ocean the patterns of
spectral energy in frequency-tine space are unusr¡ally clear-cut.
SweLl appears

to orlglnate from winds blowlrrg

around an anticyclone to

the east, or fro¡n occluded cyclonic systens retreating eastwards, or fron nidlatitude depressions after passing the south of New Zealand and having fetches
between east and south. Swell fro¡n west of south-east must undergo refraction
before being recorded at Hicks Bay. Apparently the latter does occr¡r, higher
frequencies being filtered out in the process. The distribution of energy
with frequency fron the swell does not change nuch with time, reflecting
Water & soil miscellaneous publication no. 56 (1983)
perhaps the fact that the fetches fron which the swell cones, are moving.
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Directional partition of wave energy
Evidence of the directions from which vlaves propagate towards Hicks Bay
has been obtained fron the synoptic weather charts using geostrophic wind
directions. This approach must be viewed with reservations but it is the
only one practical. The evidence suggests that the greatest percentage

of wave energy comes fron the north and north-east (about 24% each). After
that there is ITeo fron the north-west, L4% from the east and tjeo fron the
south-east. The renaining 10% is spread anongst the other directions, some
being contributed by refracted swe1l from between south-east and south-hlest.

the north-west to the north-east are
very sinilar, having spectral maxirna at about 0.1 Hz. Those from between
east and south-west show spectral rnaxina at lower frequencies (on account of
swell). That from the west has its naxim¡n at about 0.I4 Hz and the
average spectrun is typical of that fron rather short fetch loca1 winds.
The average spectra

The

of

waves frorn

resultant direction of

wave approach

at Hicks Bay (deep water) is

about 0180 true.

Applications

(d

EætpapoT.ation

to the north-east

eoast

results for Hicks Bay have been extrapolated to the rest of the
north-east coast, the assumption having been made that the same wave clinate
will be experienced there, except where land masses intervene. This enables
average deep water wave spectra to be constructed for places along the coastline. Refraction effects need to be taken into account before they can be
used on local problens.
The

of net hrave energy approach have been extracted for the
whole coastline (using the above extrapolation). They are usually approxinately normal to the mean coastline and longshore transport of sedinents is
unlikely to be large, except on the two sides of the Bay of Plenty and
possibly between Cape Brett and Bream Head. The wave energy inpinging on
the beaches at the head of the Bay of Plenty appears to be fairly evenly
balanced. Waves generated over local fetches will probably determine the
net longshore transport.
The directions
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(b)

Depth

of sed'inent sL'it't'i¡ttl

Calculations based on the orbital velocity of spectral conponents and
the threshold velocities enable some estinate to be nade of the maximum depth
at which sediments are stirred and becone potentialLy part of the beach
sediment system. While subject to reservations, this eould provide
a more rational approach in dealing with applications for offshore mining of
sediments, and assist those responsible for granting permits. A sample
calculation for a sediment of 0.2 mn dianeter, suggests that stirring would
be significantly frequent at 20 n but not at 40 n.

(c)

)t?tev appLieatíons.

Attention is dravm to the following possible other applications of the
findings.
(i) By contractors tendering for contracts and having to nake decisions about
the choice of seagoing craft and nethods, and to estinate rdown timer.

(ii)

By those using nathematical and physical nrodels in engineering problems
and needing to approxinate more closely to natural waves by using spectra.
Functions of the average spectTLúr-and the average spectrum for five storms
have been derived

for this

purpose.

A request for the directional spectra from this study has already been
received from those working on a sedinent transport problern in Whangarei
Harbour.

(iii) In naking wave predictiqns. The N.Z. Meteorological Service has asked
for data fron this study to prove a conputer nodel which has been developed.
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